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Ah&set. For all d z 1 and all e > d, every deterministic multihead e-dimensional Turing machine 
of time coaplexity T(n) can be simulated on-line b,y a deterministic multihead d-dimensional 
Turing machine in time G(T(n) l+“d-*‘e(log T(n))““‘). This simulation1 almost achietmes the 
known lower bound 0( T(n ) l+l’d-l’T on the time required. The simulation is interpreted in 
terms of dynamic embeddings among arrays with local access. 
1. htrodwztiorr 
It is important to tinderstand how efficiently one data structure or machine 
simulates another. Frequently, a programmer uses a data structure that must bc 
simulated by the natural data structures provided by the programming language. 
More generally, for conceptual clarity, designers of computers and programs devise 
levels of “virtual machines”. The constructs of abstract machines are defined in 
terms of operations of simpler machines. For instance, an ALGOL statemlent is
translated into machine code for a PDP-10 computer, and each PDP-10 machine 
instruction is executed by running several mEcrocode instructions. 
Several researchers have investigated static embeddings among data structures 
[7,X2,13,14]. They fix a correspondence between locations in the guest structure 
and locations in the host structure and study the access costs. For example, Reischuk 
[l l] devised embeddings of multidimensional arrays into complete binary trees 
that permit rapid on-line simulations of multidimensional Turing machines by 
machines with tree-structured storage. 
We adopt a dynamic viewpoint. Rather than fixing a correspondence, the s:mu- 
latojr should determine the representation itself on-iline, designating representatives 
in the host only for cells of the guest that are actually used. Exploiting this Idea, 
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we develop new techniques for eficient simulation,, In particular, we present a 
nearly optimal simulation of a high dimensional array with local access by a. low 
dimensional one. The simulation is cast in terms of multidimensional Turing 
machines. 
Introduced by Ha:rtmanis and Stearns [2], multidimensional Turing machines are 
natural generalizations of conventional Turing machines. Beanie and Grigor’ev 
[ 1,3] established a lower bound of 0 (T(n) n+l’d-l’e) on the time required by a 
multihead d-dimlensional Turing machine to simulalte an e -dimensional machine 
of time complexity T(n) on-line. Our simulatio;tl nearly achieves this bound. 
I’borelm 1, For all d Z= 1 and all e > d, wery multihead e-dimensional Turing 
machine of r!imt? complexity T(n) can be simulated on-line by a multihead 
d-dimensiona:l Twirrg machine in time O(T(n)“l’dS”‘e(log T(~I))~“‘). 
For the case a! = 1, Pippenger and Fischer [lo] tlevisecl an optimal simulation 
that runs in time 0( T(n) 2-1’4 on-line. Grigor’ev [l] described an on-line simulation 
in time O(T(n) 1-“‘d) when e = d + I ; even in this special case, Theorem 1 provides 
a better upper bound. Ako, Grigor’ev proved that every storage modification 
machine of time complexity T(n ! can be simulated on-line by a d-dimensional 
machine m time s31( T n)““‘d-l’); since every multidimensional Turing machine 
can be simulat& in real time by a storage modification machine [ 151, every 
e-dimensional machinc can be simulated on-line by a d-dimensional machine in 
time O(T(n) lt*‘(d-l)). The time required by our simulation is smaller, holwever. 
Monien 1.81 demonstrated that every nondeterministic multidimensional machine 
can be simulated by a nondeterministic one-dimensional machine in time 
O(T(n )(log T(n))“). We consider only deterministic machines. 
Paul, Seiferas, and Simon [9] established nonlinear lower bounds on the time 
required to simulate multidimensional Imachines on-line by machines with fewer 
worktape heads. Furthermore, for dI* 2., they simulated multithea d-dimensional 
machines of time complexity T(n) by d-dimensional machines with two worktape 
heads (on separate tapes) in time O(T(n)l+“B-a), (Y = l/(d’(d - l)+ d), on-line; 
they nearl!ir attained their lower bound O(T(n)‘+“d-Y) for every y > 2/(d2 Ad). In 
contrast, our d-dimensional simulator for Theorem Z has more worktape heads 
than the e-dimensional machine that it simulates. 
2. Definitioms 
Let us review definiti,ons for multidimensional Turing machines. To each cell of 
a d-dimensional worktupe assign in the usual way a d-tuple of integers called the 
coordr’nates cBf the cell. The ccordinaties of adjacent cells differ in iust one cb,;lponent 
by f: 1. The origin is the cell ,whose coordinates are all zero. A d-dimensional 
Turing machine has a finite-state control, a read-only input tape, a write-only 
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output tape, and a finite number of d-dimensional worktapes, each of which has 
a finite number of heads. At each step the machine reads the symbols in the cells 
on which the input and worktape heads are positioned, writes sy,mbols on these 
worktape cells and possibly on the output tape too, and shifts each worktap:: &ad 
in one of 2d + 1 possible directions-either to one of 2d adjacent cells or to the 
same cell. Initially, all worktape cells hold blanks, and every worktape head is 
positioned on the origin of its tape. 
Fix integers d 2 1 and e > d and a finite alphabet A. To establish Theorem 1, it 
sufiices to exhibit an on-line simulation of a particular e-dimensional machine E 
with worktape alphabet A by a d-dimensional machine B in time 
O(n lCf’d-“e(log n)*(l)) because, as described below, E epitomizes the primitive 
storage and retrieval operations on an e-dimensional worktape with one head. To 
simulate a multitape e-dimensional machine with one access head per worktape, 
a d-dimensional simulator treats each worktape like a separate machine E, though 
with different inputs. Furthermore, multihead e-dimensional worktapes can be 
replaced by several e-dimensional worktapes with one head each without time loss: 
Leong and Seiferas [6] proved that every d-dimensional Turing machine can be 
simulated in real time by a cl-dimensional machine having just one head on each 
of its worktapes. 
Machine E has one head on one worktape and operates in real: time as fclllows. 
At each step it reads another input symbol, called a command, that has the form 
@, S), where b E A, and S is one of the 2e + 1 directions in which the wr3rktape 
head can shift. Suppcse E is in a configuration in which the cell y scanned by the 
work,ape head contains 6’. When E then resds the input symbol (b, S), it <writes b 
on y, writes b’ on its output tape, and shifts the worktape head in direction 6. Call 
symbols of A responses. Let X be the set of commands for E. Machine E defines a 
function from Zk to A* that maps a string of commands into a string of responses 
of the same lenglh. Machine D simulates E on-line in time T(n) if it computes this 
function in time T(n) on inputs of length n, and for every input, for every i, machine 
D produces the jth response before reading the (j t l)st command. 
On a given input string of commands, when E has processed just the first P 
commands, we say that E is at time r. When D has processed only the first T 
commands (and produced the first 7 output responses), 0 is at simulated time 7. 
Consider a string of n commands. Fo- simplicity, we describe a simulation in 
which n is available off -line, The simulation can be converted routinely to an 
on-line simulation with time loss of only a constant factor [S]. In essence, for yt ’= ;l, 
2, 4, 8, . . . , a modified simulator epeats the simulation ab initio using n’ for thie 
length of the input until n ’ a n. When n ’ > 1, an output manager prevents repetitious 
responses by writing only the (d/2 + 1)st through n’th responses on the output 
tape. In addition, the modified simulator marks all cells that its worktape heads 
visit. Before embarking on the simulation with the ne’xt value of n’, the modified 
simulator erases its tapes via a depth-first raversal of the marked cells. Because 
0 runs in time Tb(n’) = 0(,n”) on inputs of length n’, ‘he modified simulator uns 
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on inputs of length fl. 
On a &dimensional worktape, a box is a set of cells that form a &dimensional 
cube, The volume of a box is the number of cells in it. The base celZ of a box is 
the cell whose coordinates are the smallest. Cell y is a? distance s from cell z if 
the: shortes?: rectilinear path from y to z has length s ; equivalently, a worktape 
head requires exactly s steps to move from y to z. Cell y is well within box C of 
side s if it is at distance strictly greater than s/3 from every cell outside C. The 
relahe position of a cell y with respect o a box C is the list: of coordinates of y 
when the base cell of C is taken as the origin; if y is at distance s from the base 
cell of C, then its relative posiition can be specified by a binary string of length 
proportional to log s. Write x( Fr, C) for the cell at relative positive h with respect 
to box C. The relative position ~if a box in C is the relative position of its base cell 
with respect o C. 
We present he simulation in two versions. Version I introduces the fundamental 
ideas. Vers,ion 11 employs more sophisticated techniques to achieve the time bound 
O(M 1 *41d-l/e(~og p)), 
3. ‘Version I of the simulation 
Without loss of generality, assume pt is a power of 2. Set L = log2 II and SL = n, 
and for iSL-4, set Si=Si+j/Z. 
Foreach i=O, 1, . . . . L, the blocks at level i are precisely the boxes B of side 
3s. on the worktape of E for which every component of the coordinates of the base 
cell of B is an integral multip’le of si. See Fig. 1. The blocks at level i - 1 that are 
contained in a block B at level i are the subblocks of B, Every block at level i has 
at most (3si/si-1)” subblocks. This covering of the worktape of E enjoys two 
important properties: 
(i) for every cell y, there are exactly 5” blocks at level li’ that contain a cell at 
l distance Si or less from y ; 
Iii) for every cell y in a block B at level i, if y is at distance strictly greater than 
si- 1 from every cell outside B, then there is a subblock B’ in B at level i - 1 such 
that y is well witlhin B’; the relative posi,tion of B’ in B is easily calculated from 
thle position of y. 
‘lGeisc:huk. I1 11 employs a simi!lar covering. 
Fix a block BL at level L sluch that the origin is well within &_. 0n every input 
scgu~~~ of rz commands the worktape hlzad of E remains within BL. 
1x1 D :a page at level 0 is a lbox of volume at least (3~~)’ ; for i 3 0, a page at Zevel 
i is a bo:r that has a mass store and a directory. If P is a page at level i and .P’ is 
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Fig. 1. Some blocks at level i. 
a page at level i- 1 and B’ z P, then P’ is subpage of P. We: describe how the 
cantents of a pa:;e f at level i represent the contents of a block E? at level i. 
If i = 0, then l3 represents the contents of b’ literally: for each of the (3~) cells 
y of B there is a representative cell z in P whose relative position jin P is determined 
by the relative position of y in B, and z holds the same symbwll as y. The details 
of this representation are unimportant, provided that relative position of z in P 
can be computed from the relative position of, y in B in constant ime. 
If i > 0, then for every nonblank subblock B’ of B, there is a subpage of P whoste 
contents represent he contents of B’ recursively. All subpages at level i - 1 are 
pairwise disjoint. Let P have side p. The mass store of P is a blox of side p/2 in P 
that contains these subpages. The address of a box in the mass store is its relative 
position with respect o the mass store. The directory of P maintains the addresses 
of subpages of P. For Version I, the directory is a box of side p/2 that holds for 
every nonblank subblock B’ its relative position in B together with the address of 
a subpage P’ in P whose contents represent he contents of B’; subps?ge P’ is 
assigned to B’. 
in Page P represents block B at time 7 if its contents represent he contents of B 
the configuration of E at tilrtle r. 
We present an informal overview of the simulrtion before giving the details. 
Suppose in a configuration of E the worktape head is well within block B at level 
i, and the contents of page P at level i represent he contests of B. Using P, 
procedure SIMULATE processes the next si commands in si/si-l phases of Si-1 
commands each. At each phase, SIMULATE determines the subblock B’ of B such 
that the worktape head of E is well within B’. Procedure PAGEADDRESS emplo:ys 
the directory of P to locate the subpage P’ of P assigned to B’. Next, SIMUL~ATE 
wses P’ to process iwl commands recursively. Then for each subblock c” of B that 
meets B’, procedure UPDATE recursively updates the contents of the subpage of P 
assigned to Cc’ in order to represent he new contents of C’. 
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Set &I[) = [(3~n4Ll’~‘J B and for i :== 1, . . , , L, ui = 2 [(3Si/Si-,)‘/“l Ui-1. In Persian I, 
every page at level i has side u’~ throughout he simulation. By induction on i, since 
a blcbck at level i has at most (3Si,‘Si-l)e subbEocks at level i - 1, the mass store of 
a pa,ge at level i, which has volume (Ui/‘2)d, can hold \3Si/Si-l)e subpages at level 
i - 1 to represent he contents of all subblocks if they are al! nonblank. 
The simulator D has several heads on one d-dimensional worktape. To simulate 
E on an input string of YI commands, move the worktape heads of D to the base 
cell of the page PJ_ of side ldL that represents I&_ at time 0, and call SIMWLATE with 
parameters (L, ho), where ho is the relative position of the origin with respect o BL. 
Proccedure cf + sIMULATE(i, h): 
Hyputhesis: At the beginning and end of this call to SIMULATE, all heads of D 
are on the base cell of a page Y at level i. 
Pwlzmelperw: h is a binary siring of length O(log s’) that specifies the relative 
position ol' :I cell in a block B al: level i. 
Wue wturned: u is a seque rice of si commands. 
Effec?s: During this procedure call, the next Si commands are read, the corres- 
ponding responses are produced, and the contents of P are changed. Suppose that 
at the beginning of this call, D is at simulated time r, page P represents B at level 
i ial: time r, and at time r the w~ktape head of E is on x(h, B), which is well within 
W. (Gonsequently, the worktape head of E is in B a: Ames T + 1, . . . , r + si.) Then 
at the end of this call P represents B at time r +si, and CT is the sequence of 
commands at times T + 1, . . . , 7 -t si. 
Method: If‘ i = 0, then simul>ate directly in P for so steps: read so commands and 
produce the appropriate responses. Let a be the: sequence of so commands read. 
Otherwise, if i > 0, then set k c- h and perform Step 1 through Step 7 exactly 
si/si-l times, accumulating CT in Step 6. 
,Slep 1. Use k to calculate the relative position of the subblock B’ of B such 
that n(k, B) is well within B’; property (ii) of the definition of the blocks asserts 
that B’ exists. Calculate the relative position h’ of x(k, B) with respect to B’. 
Step 2. (Z’all PAGEADDRESS lta retrieve the address of the subpage P’ of P assigned 
to B’. 
Step 3. ‘Move the worktape heads of D to the base cell of P’ and call SIMULATE 
(i - 1, h’) I;O prwess the next zfi -1 commands. Let CT’ be the sequence of commands 
prl;duced by1 this call. 
Step, 4. For each of the at most 5’ - 1 subblocks C’ of B such that C’ # B’ and 
C’ contains a cell at distance si-1 or less from x(k, B), perform Steps 4.1 and 4.2. 
SZep! 4.1. call P'AGSDD R.ESS to detfermine the address of the subpage Q’ of 
P assigned to C’. L,et k’ be the relative position of x(k, B) Nith respect o C’. 
Steli~ K?. Move the he;ilds of 5 to the base cell of Q’ and call UPDATE 
(i - I,, k', 0"). 
Step :K Use CT’ to update k : set k + so r~7' (Fc, (7'). 
Step e5#. Append (r’ to a. 
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Step 7. Return the heads of Q to the base cell of P. 
Correctness: To verify that SIMULATE opera.tes properly, establish by inductioxr 
that for each j, at the jth execution of Step 7, P represents B at time r +jsi-1 and 
the worktape head of E is on x (k, B) at time r + jsi-1. 
Procedure h’ + SHIFT (h, a): 
Parameters: h is the relative position of al cell with respect o a box C on the 
worktape of E. v is a sequence of commands. 
Value returned: h’ is the relative position of the head of E with respect o C 
that results from starting on cell x(/z, C) and perfcrrming the shifts indicated by V. 
Method: Using e unary counters, one for each dimension to maintain the ciiss- 
placement of the head from x(h, C), change one of these COW&HS by f 1 for each 
of the shifts in CT. Finally, with e additions or subtractions, calculate the new relative 
position h ‘. 
Paocedwe UPDATE (i, h,u): 
HypotJzesis: At the beginning and end of this call to UPDATE, the worktape heads 
of D are on the base cell of a page Q at level i. 
Parameters: h is a binary string of length O(log si) that specifies the relative 
position of a cell with respect o a block C at level i. (T is a sequence of s, commands. 
Efects: If at the beginning of this procedure call Q represents C at time 7, tlhe 
worktape head of E fs on x(h, C) at time T, and u is the sequence of commands 
attimes7+1,..., 7-t Si, then at the end of the call, Q represents C at time r + SSi. 
Method: If i = 0, then use CT to determine the new contents oe every cell y in C 
that is visited by the worktape head of E when it starts from x (h, C) and shifts 
according to cr; copy this new symbol into the representative of y in Q. 
Otherwise, if i > 0, then set k + h ; partition c into si/si-1 consecutive subsequen- 
ces V’ of length si-1; and perform Step 1 throug’h Step 3 for each u’, in order. 
§tep 1. For each of the at most 5’ subblocks C’ of C that contains a Izell within 
distance si_1 of x(k, C), perform Steps 1.1 and I.2. 
Step 1.1. call PAGEADDRESS to determine the address of the subpage Q’ lof 
Q assigned to C’. Let h’ be the relative position of x(k, C) with respect ILO C:". 
Step 1.2. Move the heads of D to the base cell of Q’ and call UPDA'~'E 
(i - 1, h’, a’). 
?&?JJ 2. Set k *- SHIFT (k, v'). 
Step 3. Returrn the :hea:ds of D to the base cell of Q. 
Correctness: To check that UPDATE operates properly, show by induction that 
for each j, at the jth execution of Step 3, U’ is the sequence of commands at times 
T+ (j-ll)Si-1+ 1, ..I, 7 + jSi_1, the worktape head of E is 3n x (ic, C’) at time 
7 +jsi-l, and Q represents C at time T +jsi- I~ 
Procedure a+ PAGEADDRESS (i,k’): 
Hypothesis: The worktape heads of D are on a page P at level i. 
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PanEmeters: k’ is a binary string of length O(log si \ that specifies the relative 
pitim of a subblock B’ of a blolck at level i. 
Vahe retwned: a is the address of a subpage P’ in B assigned to 19’. 
Efects: This procedure rna;r allkr the contents of the Idirectory and may set up 
a new page in the mass store. 
Merhod: Using k’ and t&z dire:ctory of P, retrieve the address of the subpage 4)’ 
of P assigned o 63’. If no alddres,s i  associated with k’, then find a blank box of 
side iii- 1 in the mass store. Initiahze this box SO that it becomes a subpage P’ whose 
contents rqresent a block whose cells all hold blanks. Return the address of P’ in 
P’ as the value of a. 
4, Vmion El of the simdatiion 
Version I runs slowly because the worktape heads of; D travel across large pages 
of fixed size that are mostly blark. Version II employs pages of different sizes: a 
slmall page can represent he COT” tents of a block in which few cells are nonblank. 
In particular, the contents’ of a page at level L of volume only slightly larger than 
n represent he contents of the Mock BL at level k at the beginning and the end 
of the CompEitatiorJ on an input of length n. The efficiency of the simulation depends 
on the economy of these representations. 
To decrease the simulation time further, we design a directory that permits rapid 
retrieval of subpage addresses. in a 
subpage that repr’_ sents a subblock, 
takes time at most propalrtional to p. 
Let w be the function IdeGned lay 
*(x) = 2rJ-l; 
page of side p, to obtain the address of a 
given the relative position of the subblock, 
if x isI not a power of 2, then n maps x to the next larger power of 2. Set 
co = gd Sde, p = e/d, sL = rrh), 
SL-1 = 7T(.n 92), , Sk-2 = SL-I/& 
Si-1 = W(Si(Si/Si.+I)P/4) fOP i S L - Z!, 
-where L i,s the smallest integer such that so = 1. If p > 1, the:n L = O(log log r-); if 
,P := 1, then L = O((log II )’ ‘2). C%arly, si-.l divides Si wilthout remainder for every i. 
Let & :tz bz, and for i <: L, let 
rn: = (3Si)‘, 
the volume of ;d slack at l/eve I i. For all i set 
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Note that uL =- O((c&z)l’d) = O(rz lld(log n)o”‘)ifp > I,and uL = (~l(n ‘1” O((‘Og n)-“” 1 
if id == 1. Furthermore, since sy+l/si Z= sF/4si-l for all i CL, -2, 
Ui+l/Si 2 seUi/si-l foriSL-2. (U 
Also, by definition, 
As before, for i = 0, . . . , L, cover the worktape of E with overlapping boxes of 
side 3si called blocks at level i. The origin is well within block Es at level &. 
For Version II, a page at level i is a box on the worktape of: D whose side is a 
power of 2. If i > 0, then it has a free storage list and a nonblank cell counter iin 
addition to a mass store and a directory. We describe how the contents of a page: 
P of side p at level i represent he contents of a block B at level i. If i = 0, ther 
P uses a literal representation as in Version I; if p = to, then P is large enough trl 
contain a representative cell for every cell of B. For i > 0, the mass store is a borr, 
of side p/2 in P. For every nonbiank subblock B’ of B there is a subpage of P at 
level i - I in its mass store whose contents represent he contents of B”’ recursively. 
The subpages of P are pairwise disjoint. 
The directory of P is a box of side p/(4 log si) in P. To maintain the addressess 
of subpages of P whose contents represent he contents of subblocks of B, the!: 
contents of the directory are organized into a binary trie [SJ that uses the relative 
positions of subblocks as keys. More precisely, the relative positions of subblock.:l 
in B are specified by binary strings of length O(log si). Each binary string corresponds1 
in a natural way to a leaf of a binary-unary tree of height O(log si). (Internal nodes 
of the tree have a left son or a right son or both.) The number of leaves of th’ic; 
tree is the number of subblocks of B whose contents are represented by the contents 
of subpages of PS See Fig. 2. We embed this tree, called the directory tr!e, in th: 
directory in a straightforward manner. For every internal node u of the trie, there 
is a pointer box in the directory that contains the relative positions of the pointer 
boxes for the one or two sons of v. If B’ is a nonblank subblock of B whose relative 
position in B corresponds to leaf node A of the trie, then the pointer box for .K 
contains the address of the subpage P’ of P whose contents represent he contents, 
of B’. We say that P’ is assigned to B ’ and that the direc::ory associates an address 
with a relative position in B. Each pointer box in the directory of P hasI volume 
O(log ui); it is sufficiently large to contain the relative positions of two other pointer 
boxes in the directoqr. 
The free storage list is a list of addresses that occupies a box of side 1?/4 in P. 
For q = 1, 2, 4, . . . ‘, p/4, p/2, the free storage list has addresses of at most 2” - 1. 
blank boxes of side q in the mass store of P. 
The nonblank cell counter specifies an integer betwe::n 0 and mT (inclusive:).. 
This x&,I~ of the nonblank cell counter is at least as large as the number of nsnbban’k. 
cells of B, 
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Fig, 2, ‘III: sttuctute of a direcftmrgr trie for a page that represents a brlock 8: with at most three nonbiank 
srrbblocks. The relative positions of these subblocks in B are specified by :the binary strings 00001, 
00110, 10110. 
Throughout Versio:aIl: cxf the simrulation, the value of the nlonblank cell1 counter 
of a page determines its size. If the nonblank cell counter has value m, then the 
page has side n((nm)“@). Since yn s rn:, every page at level i has side at most ui. 
Prrrc(edures SIMULATE and ~JPDATE operate as in Version I, though they use the 
vakuea crf sj defined far Version II. Procedure PAGEADDRESS is substantially 
di&rcnt , 
fiocediore acPAGEChDDIRESS(i,k'): 
Hyporclesis: The worktape heads of D are Ion a page P at level i. 
Parameters: k’ is a l$nary string of length O(log sJ that specifies the relative 
position of a subblock B’ of a block at level i. 
Value returned: a is the address of a subpage P’ in P assigned to B’ such that 
the sidle of P’ is ~((~~_~rn’)“~), where m’ is the value of the nonblank cell counter 
of P’. 
E,Je#:ts: This procedusre changes the value of the nonblank cell counter of P’, 
may alter the contents of the directory and the free storage list by a ~a11 to ALLOCATE, 
and may set up a new page in the mass store. 
Method: Using k’ and the directory of P, retrieve the address 01 the subpage P’ 
of iFY3 assigned to B’: visiit the O(log si) pointer boxes for the nodes on the path in 
tthe directory tt ,xie from the root to the leaf that corresponds to &’ to obtain the 
address associat :d with k’. 
If no xldresa is associ;ated with k’, then call ALLOCATE (,i, bi-1, k') to obtain a 
blank box of side t i-l i.n the mass store. Initialize this box so that it becomes a 
subpage P’ whose contents represent a block wholse cells all hold blanks: the free 
storage list of P’ contains just the address of the biank box of side ti_ 112 in its 
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mass store (namely, the mass store itseLf);, the value of the nonblank cell counter 
Of P” is Si-1. Return the address of P’ in P :/as the value of a. 
Let p’ be the side of P’ and m’ be t6hej value of its nonblank; cell counter; by 
definition, p’ is a power of 2. Set the value of the nonblank cell courter of P’ to 
m” = min{&+ m’+~~_l). Let p”= r(( yi_/;.w”~‘/‘), If p’<p”, then call ALLO- 
CATI@, p", k') to obtain a 3ew box of side 1~” >‘c) y +-p’ in the mast* store of P assigned 
to B’. Copy the contents of I” into this box to pjroduce a larger page P” such that 
if the contents of P’ represent he contents of B’, then the contents of P” also 
represent he contents of B’; in particular, to ensure that the addresses in the 
directory remain valid, copy the contents of t&b: mass store of P’, which has slide 
p’/2, into the box of side p’/2 whose base cell is the same as the base cell :Jf the 
mass store of P”. Copy the free storage list of P’ into the free storage list of P”. 
On the free storage list of P” enter the addresses of 2d - 1 blank boxes of sidle ,p”“/4 
in its mass store, In this case return the address-of P” in P as the value qf a. 
Procedure a+ ALLOCATE (i,r,k'): 
Hyvpothesi~: The worktape heads of 6P are on a page P of side ,p at level i. 
Pmzmeters: k’ is a binary string of length O(iog si). P is a power of 2. 
WzZue returned: c is the address of a blank box. of side r in the mass store o;f P, 
if this procedure call does not fail, 
E’ects: The contents of the directory are altered to associare a v&h k’, ard the 
free storage list of P is changed. (During this call to ALLOCATE, the free storqge 
list may temporarily hold addresses of 2d blank boxes of the same side.) 
Method: A buddy system is used [4]. 
Step 1. If the free storage list has arr address i,f a box of side r, then skip to Stq) 
2. Let q* be the smallest power of 2 greater than d for which the free st:orage list 
does have an address of a box of side 4”; if no such q* exists, then terminate wi,th 
failure. For q = q*, 4*/2, . ;. , 4r, 2r in order, select an address lz, of a box CG, of 
side q, delete a, from the list, and add to the list the addresses of the 2” pairwYrise 
disjoint boxes of side q/2 whose union is cq. The free storage l.ist now has addr esse:s 
of 2d - 1 blank boxes of sides 2r, 4r!, . . . , q*/2 and of 2d blank boxes of aide I=. 
Step 2. Let a be the address of a box of side P on the free storage list, and c!ellere 
this address from the list. In the directory of P, set up at most O(log Si) pii:nter 
boxes of volume O(log ui) for the directory trie to associate address a with k’. If 
the pointer boxes for the directory trie no longer fit in a box of side p/(4 log s&, 
then terminate with failure. 
To simulate E on an input string of 0 commands, move the worktape heads Iof 
D to the base cell of the page PL of side uL tbt represents A?&_ attime 0, and zall 
SIMULATE with parameters (L, ho), where ho ir the relative vosittion of the origin 
with respect o W L, Procedure ALLOCATE includes a provision for failure of the 
simulation. In Section 6 VW prove <that every ~11 to ALLOCATE in the simulXion 
terminates uccessfully. 
5. Time amalyds 0%’ Vamion II 
iti: analyzing the time: u~cl by Version II, we must account for the copying of 
subpages in calls to PPhGEAr3DREss. Since copying [operations occur intermittently, 
we lassess them sqarately. 
In the directolry of a. Ipage at level i of side p G ui, to move a head from one 
painter box to :amothler takes time proportionaY to p/(4 log si), the side of the 
directory. Thus, to determine the address of the subpage assigned to a subblock 
or to associate asa ddress with the relative position of a subblock takes time 
(3(lOg S;)[O(lOg iYi) + o(pl(4 log ,Pi))] = O(Uill 
be cause O(log si ) pointer boxes, each of volume O(log ui), are accessed. 
Let TA (i) be *I:he time u.sed by ALLOCATE on a page at level i. Since time 0( Ui) 
is consumed in moving the heads around the page in the directory and time 
O((log ui)*) in handling the addresses in the free storage: list, 
‘TA(i) =:’ O(Ui) + O((log Ui)2) = O(Ui)* 
Let 7”&) be the time consumed by PAGEADDRESS on a page level i, excluding 
the copying of r:ubpa,qes. Z&is procedure retrieves an address from the directory 
(time O(u,J), performs some arithmetic calculations (time O(lo;g ui)), moves heads 
around the mass store (time O(ui)), and calls ALLOCATE: 
Tp(i) == O(log ui) + O(ui) + TA(i) = O(ui). 
Procedure SHIP operates in time proportional zo the sum of the lengths of its 
inputs. 
Let TL: (i) be the time used by UPDATE on pages Q at level 1: CL, excluding the 
copying of subpages in calls to PAGEADDRESS. Evidently, TU(0) = 0( 1). For i > 0 
we assess the time taken by each step: 
Step 1.1: O(log si) f TP(i) for each iteration of Step 1--O(log si) for calculations 
a:nd Ty(i) for the call to PAGEADDRESS. 
Step 1.2: O(u,)l+ TN(i - 1) for each of at most 5’ iterations of Step I-O(ui) to 
move the heads across Q, whose side is at most ui, and TV (i - I) for the recursive 
call. 
step 2: O(log Si) + O(Si-:l) for the call to SHIFT for each iteration. 
Step 3: O(uJ ,for each iteration. 
Thus, by :induction on i, (I), and (21, there exists a constant kr such that 
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Let SIMULATE rain within time ‘7;(i) on every page at leGgel i, excluding the time 
for the copying of subpages in PAGEADDRESS. Clearly, Tc(O) = O( 1). For i > 0 we 
reckon the time used by each step: 
step 1: O(log si) for each iterat:ion. 
§tcp 2: T’(i) for each iteration. -
Step 3 : 0( Ui) + Ts( i - 1) for each iteration -O(ui~ to move: the heads and Ts (i - 1) 
for the recursive call. 
Step 4.1: O(log Si) + Tp(i) for each iteration of Step 4. 
Step 4.2: O(ui)+. T&i - 1) for each of at most 5’ - 1 iterations of Step 4. 
Step 5: O(log si) -t= O(si-1) for each iteration. 
Step 6: O(si-1) for each iteration. 
Step 7: O(ui) for each iteration. 
Thz by induction, for another constant k2 3 kl, 
+Ts(i--I)] 
s (Si/Si- l)[O(Ui) + t5’ -1)&(i-l)+Ts(i-ISI 
s (si/Si-l)[k2Ui + (5” - l)klisi_1Uia1/si-2+ k2isi-1ui-1I’S,-2; 
G k2Si(UilSi-l + SeicUi-1/Si-2) 
We prove that during the simulation of E by D, the to%1 time taken by cop_rring 
the contents of pages in calls to procedure PAGEADDRESS is O(&. Let page P 
have volume U. Let Q1, Q2, . . . , C& = P be the sequence of pages uch that during 
the simulation, for each j > 1, P.AGEADDRESS called ALLOCATE to obtain Qi and 
copied the contents of Qi_l into QP Call the sum over j of the time for copying 
Q i-l into Qj the ancestral copying time for P. The sides of these Qi are incre;ilsing, 
powers of 2. Consequently, since the time to copy the contents of Qi_l into I@ isI 
bounded above by the volume of Qi, the ancestral copying time for ,! is at mosl: 
twice the volume of P, namely, 2~. Let PI, P2, . . . be the subpages of P (at level1 
i - 1) and ~1, va, . . . be their volumes. Since these pairwise disjoint subpages lie! 
in the mass store of P, whose volume is ~/2~, 
Suppose inductively that for each j, the sum of the ancestral cop:/ing times far 1”i 
and its subpages at all levels is at most ~ZJ~ Then the sum of the aklcestral copying 
times for P and ‘its subpages at all levels is at most 
2v+~4vi~2~+4v/2”~~4v.. 
In pa+ticular, when P = PL, the page at level L assigned to &, this total copyinji;; 
time is at most 4&. 
Therefore, the simulation uses time 
:FScL)+4u: s kz(L + l)sl~L/ s’L-1 +4u; 
O(n’+l~d-“‘~(log n)O(l)) if JJ > 1, :_ 
O(n 
1+1/d-l/e tO((llag n)-1/2)x 
j ifp=l. 
The heads of D remain within distance uL of the origin. Assuming the successful 
termination of the simulation (established in Section O), we summarize these results 
in a form that subsumes Theorem 1, 
mela:tem %. For alI d 2 I and 1111 e :v d, every multihead e-dimensional Turing 
machlize of time complexity T(ti) can be simulated on-line in time 
Ol(7’(?2) ‘+I Id- “‘(log T(n ))O(‘)) by a multihead d-dimensional Turing machine whose 
heads rem&in within dis?ance Of l’#‘“(log T(~z))~“‘) (oj’the origin. Zvery multihead 
d-d.!men.sional 7’;rrGg machine of time complexity T(n) can be simulated on-line in 
time O( T(n) l+“‘(“” T(n”-“2)) by a multihead d-dimensional Turing machine whose 
head:l re?mzin wi!hiln distance O(T(n) l’d+Cl((‘og ‘w- “‘I) of the origin. 
We prove that every call to ALLOCATE completes without failure. 
In a configuration of D, the free volusn!e of a page is the total volume of the 
boxes whose addresses are on the free storage list. 
Lem:n. 1, Let r be a power of 2. Suppose .the free volume of page P is at least rd in 
a configuration of D at the beginning o[ a call to ALLOCATE on P. Then this CC 
can pmdua? the address of a blank box of side r in the mass store of P. 
Proof. LL!f 41 =G i?Jz 2s ’ l . c qk be tine sides of boxes whose addresses are on the free 
storage lii;t of P. Since the free stci>rage listhas at most 2’ - I boxes of each distinct 
side, the Iree vohnnne v of P satisifies 
/v=q;+* l ’ + a;1 S (2d - l)q;f + (2:d - l)(qJ2)” +. ’ l + (2” -- l)(l)d c (2iJk)d. 
If pd 51 V, then rd =: (2qk)d, hene : since r is a power of 2, r s qk. Consequently, 
ALk OmT'E can find a blank box of side r in the mass store of P_ IJ 
Let D be at simulated time T at the beginning of a call to SIMLLATE on a page 
P’ 2~ level i => 0 that represents bloc:k I? at time T. Let m be the value of the nonblank 
cell ~~:o~llnter of P ii1 this configuration. Call a subpage of P active if it is assigned 
to s~rne :iubblock I3f B. We show that during this call to SIMULATE, el:ery call to 
AW KATE made Dy a call to i'A.GEADDRESS in St:ep 2 or Step 4.1 completes 
succll:ssfully. The <argument for calls to ALLOCATE during a tail toI IJPDATE is 
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Let R be the page such that P is in the mass store of R. Observe that the 
invocation of SIMULATE on IQ maki lg the recursive call on P calls PAGEADDRESS 
on R first to locate P and to increment its nonblank cell counter to m. 
Lemma 2, Throughout this call to s~utATr5 
(i) P has at most Sem/si-l active subpages, and 
(ii) the totaB of the nonblank cell counters of the active subpages qf P never excec?ds 
5’m. 
Proof. First, suppose MZ = m 7. Since B has at most (3Si/Si-1)” subblocks, P has ut 
most (3Si/Si-1)’ s Ytl F/Si-, G 5’m/Si-.. 1 active subpages, and the sum of their nonbla nk 
cell counters is at most 
(3Sj/Sj_l)emj+C-_1 = 3’mT =2 5’m. 
Now suppose PAGEADDRESS incremented the nonblank cell counter of P from 
nz -si to m just be?ore the call to SIMULATE. By ind:nction oln r, tdt simulated ,time 
7, P has at: most 5’(m -si)/si-1 active subpages, and the total of their nonblank cell 
counters is at most S’(m -s.). At each of Si/si-1 iterations during the execution of 
SIMULATE, at rnost 5’ new active subpages are created, anid s+~ is added to the 
nonblank cell counters of at most 5’ subpages. Thus, the number of active subpages 
of P is always at most 
5’im -Si)/Si-1 + Se(Sj/Sj-1) z S’W/Sj-1. 
The total of the nonblank cell counters of the active subpages of P is at most 
5’(m -Si) f S’(Si/S[-_1)Sj-_1 = 5’m •I 
We verify that P has enough space for the free storage lirit and for the pointer 
boxes in the directory during this call to SIMULATE. Since the side of P is 
*((rim)“‘“) s r((nm:‘)‘ld) c ui, the relative position of a box in P can be specified 
by a string of O(log Ui) symbols. (By choosing the size of the lworktape alphabet of 
0, we can adjust the constant of proportionality to ensure that assertions (3) and 
(4) below are true.) The free stortige list of P comprises O(log, ui) addresses of 
length O(log ui); thus, iby definition of ui and tip the free storalge list occupies a LOX 
of side 
O((lOg Ui)2’d) s O(t,L’d) C T((~im)1'd)/4 (3 I 
because m 2 si. In the directory of P there are O(log Si) pointer boxes Iof fix~e~i 
volume O(log ui) for each of the O(m/si _.I) active subpages of P. These pointer 
boxes fit in a box of volume 
O((Wt/Si-1)(10& Si)(llDg Ui)) s (T((~‘#l)“d)/(4 log Si))dib (4) 
the volume of the directory of P. When PAGEADDRESS calls ~LLLOCATE on P, this 
call cannot faill for laclc of space for the directory. 
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Cons;ider a confi~;uration of D @St before a call to PAGEADDRESS on P in Step 
2 or Step 4.1 betwee:n simulsrted time 7 and simulated time T t= si. In this configuration 
let In,,, P2, . e m be thti: active subpages of P and let ml, 1712, . . ,. be the values of their 
nor&lank cell counters; let Pi represent subblock Bj in B. The side of Pi is 
Pt(l’i-l~~j) ‘I’~). The mass store o:E P holds the contents of smaller subpages that 
were assigned to Bi in previous conQurations. Because the sides of these smaller 
subl3ages are distinct powers of Z:!, th,eir total volume is at most the volume of Pj, 
namely, J( n(( yi - 1 mj)*‘d))da Consequently, thle volume of used boxes in the mass store 
of Fy in this configuration is bounded by 
21 2(~~((n-.*mj)“d))d. 
#i 
SUfTpCW PAGEADDRESSSetS WZ; = nzl+ .Fi-l and decides to assign to & a new larger 
page of side a((n- 1 m ‘1 )1’d); according to the definition of PAGEADDRESS, 
T((~i-~PPZ ;)"d) 22W((yi -lU21)1’d). ,(5) 
Lemma 2(ii) implies that 
Bwautse #l:he mass! store has side rr((y,m’)1’d)/2, the free volume of P in this 
awligi.lra!t ion is at least 
Letnma 1 
in GE mass tore of 
gears ntees that ALLOCATE can find a blank box of side n((n -em ‘I 11/d) 
P. Therefore, this call to Ai..~oCATE completes uccessfully. 
Larry Carter, Dexter Kozen, and Robert Melville lead to 
imprcr’v e il upper botzds. Albert Meyer made detailed recommendations that 
sim~pMed and cla5fied the description of the: simulation. Harold Abelson and Neil 
fmcafrman also 1:ontributed expository suggestions. Joel Sei eras prs\ri&d the 
referc.:nac.i to Monjen [S]. 
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